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ABSTRACT
Providing effective access paths to content is a key task in digital
libraries. Oftentimes, such access paths are realized through ad-
vanced query languages, which, on the one hand, users may find
challenging to learn or use, and on the other, requires libraries to
convert their content into a high quality structured representation.
As a remedy, narrative information access proposes to query library
content through structured patterns directly, to ensure validity and
coherence of information. However, users still find it challenging
to express their information needs in such patterns. Therefore, this
work bridges the gap by introducing a method that deduces patterns
from keyword searches. Moreover, our user studies with partici-
pants from the biomedical domain show their acceptance of our
prototypical system.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information retrieval; Users and
interactive retrieval; Digital libraries and archives.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital libraries maintain extensive collections of scientific liter-
ature and make them accessible for a variety of uses. For search,
generally simple yet intuitive keyword-based access paths are im-
plemented, see, e.g., PubMed, Google Scholar, or dblp [29]. However,
while such access paths are easy to use and relatively cheap to im-
plement, users may benefit from more advanced access paths. Here,
using simple keyword-based search is oftentimes insufficient due to
the limited expressiveness and the considerable amount of domain
knowledge required to focus and/or refine searches [20].

As a remedy, user experience and retrieval quality can be se-
verely boosted by advanced access paths paired with thorough
semantic enrichment of digital library objects [31]. In particular,
this means to annotate publications with domain-specific concepts
and connecting relations. In this line, scientific knowledge bases
(KBs) provide innovative ways to access literature using advanced
query types like navigational queries or graph patterns, e.g., KBs
in [4, 11, 17, 33]. While navigational and exploratory queries are
beneficial in practice, they require users to be proficient in complex
query languages like SQL or SPARQL. As a remedy, keyword search

on databases and knowledge bases has been proposed [9, 14, 30, 43].
However, it is still challenging for digital libraries to convert their
content into such structured representations with an acceptable
quality, e.g., designing reliable extraction workflows.

A different approach, the so-called narrative information ac-
cess [25], allows users to formulate their information needs as short
narratives (stories) of interest – involving relevant concepts and
their interactions. The main advantage is that narrative informa-
tion access puts again textual publications of digital libraries in its
focus. An example of such a querying mechanism are the so-called
narrative query graphs, basically directed edge-labeled graph pat-
terns [23]. Different from other knowledge base approaches, these
patterns are matched against single publications instead of a single
knowledge base to preserve validity and coherence of informa-
tion [21]. So, users can precisely retrieve suitable publications, and
additionally, generate structured overviews of the literature. How-
ever, a query log analysis of their system revealed that formulating
pattern-like queries is already challenging for users; See Sect. 2.
Our overall goal is to allow users to formulate their information
needs as intuitively and easily as possible, i.e., as keyword queries,
while providing a system capable of satisfying their possibly com-
plex demands. Consequently, this work deals with the following
research question RQ: Can a user’s search intent be deduced from a
keyword query?

In this work, we strive to better connect users’ actual informa-
tion expression strategies with narrative information access, i.e.,
our proposed method translates keyword to narrative queries. Un-
fortunately, deducing narrative queries from keywords might be
ambiguous. We therefore propose a feedback loop: Users state key-
words, we generate narrative queries, selection strategies select the
best query options concerning different criteria, and the best queries
are visualized for the users to choose from. However, integrating
users into the process requires a suitable query representation, so
that they can assess the generated patterns quickly and easily. We
therefore perform user studies to answer the following questions:
Q1. How should generated patterns be presented to the users, i.e., which
query representation is suitable for our users? Q2. How useful is the
end-to-end system?

To answer the first question, we interviewed domain experts and
asked them to complete a qualitative questionnaire. Still, one may
ask whether our suggested workflow (keyword entering + graph
generation + user selection) is suitable to support users. Thus we
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asked experts to utilize our prototypical system before we inter-
viewed them to understand the usefulness and suitability of the
end-to-end system. But, how effectively does our method translate
keyword-based queries to narrative queries for users (Q3)? So, we
analyzed our method’s quality on biomedical retrieval benchmarks
to better generalize our findings, involving abstracts and full-texts,
highly specific andmore general queries, and natural language ques-
tions. Our contribution is thus an effective digital library system
that is accepted by users in our domain.

2 RELATEDWORK
PubPharm’s Narrative Discovery System. In PubPharm, the
German specialized information service for Pharmacy, we have
implemented narrative information access since 20211 [22, 25]. Our
system allows users to formulate their information need as a graph
query which is then matched against graph representations of
biomedical articles [23]. In a pre-processing step, biomedical articles
are converted into graph representations by identifying biomedical
concepts and their relationships. Users can then search via a list of
statements (basically concept-interactions) and the system replies
with matching documents that contain the searched statements.

However, a query log analysis from 2021 and 2022 revealed that
only 440 of 7268 queries contained more than a single statement
(concept interaction). This means that users refrain from formu-
lating complex queries. Discussions with our users later revealed
difficulties in formulating more complex query patterns. The triple-
based query construction seemed not intuitive enough. In this work,
we built upon our narrative retrieval system [24] by simplifying
users’ interaction with the system while keeping its expressiveness.

Graph-based Retrieval. Dietz et al. proposed the usage of
knowledge graphs for text-centric information retrieval [8]. They
discussed how entities, graph structures, and relations might be
incorporated to boost retrieval quality. Another work discussed
how open relation extraction might accelerate passage retrieval for
given entities in queries [18]. Although both works are related to
ours, they rather suggest features and first evaluations instead of
implementing a complete system. Krause [19] developed a graph-
based retrieval system making texts more accessible which differs
from our user-focus.

Pattern Mining. In general, pattern mining aims to find useful
patterns in data, e.g., association rule mining discovers rules from
existing data. Mining rules in knowledge bases then allows to infer
new facts (complete KBs), or finding errors [12]. Fang et al. [10]
produce interesting explanations for connections between entity
pairs in KBs by constrained graph patterns and path enumeration
algorithms. Saleh and Pecina [38] propose query expansion for
cross-lingual medical information retrieval while focusing on the
vocabulary mismatch problem. In contrast, our work is focused on
deducing narrative queries from keywords, visualizing them for
users, and letting users search with them.

Keyword Queries on Knowledge Bases. Searching KBs with
keywords has already been explored [14, 30]. Existing approaches [5,
6, 15] usually work as follows: i) map the keywords to structured
data elements, ii) connect the keywords by searching for substruc-
tures and iii) rank the retrieved substructures via a scoring function.

1http://narrative.pubpharm.de

Gkirtzou et al. [14] proposed keyword-based searches on RDF-type
data sources. Elbassuoni and Blanco [9] use a backtracking algo-
rithm to construct RDF subgraphs from keyword queries to retrieve
information from RDF graphs. All triples in a KB are treated as doc-
uments where the components (subject, predicate, object) represent
its content. Maximum subgraphs are constructed by retrieving doc-
uments for each query keyword (producing #keywords lists) and
merging triples from different lists as subgraphs. They re-rank these
subgraphs with statistical language models. Zenz et al. [43] propose
QUICK, an RDF schema-based approach. While disregarding the
actual keywords, in a first step they construct query templates from
one-edged templates and recursively extend them by new edges.
The second step associates the keywords from the query to the
properties, classes and concepts from the templates.

While keyword search on knowledge bases is related to our
work, the main difference is however, that the previous works in
this domain assume a single KB with a known schema. In contrast,
our data model includes millions of small documents graphs which
allows a new definition of support, i.e., we can estimate how many
graphs support a generated query.

Natural Language Queries. Another area of research is based
on directly stating queries in natural language and automatically
translating them into query languages like SQL (known as NL2SQL).
Affolter et al. [1] present a survey comparing different textual
query to database approaches and categorize them into keyword-,
pattern-, parsing- and grammar-based, depending on their under-
lying methodology. Gkini et al. [13] study text-to-SQL approaches
from a performance point of view with their benchmarking sys-
tem. Liang et al. [30] propose an end-to-end BERT-based model
to transfer natural language queries into subject-relation-object
triples. They also jointly learn the auxiliary tasks of output variable
selection, query type classification and ordinal constraint detec-
tion. Revanth et al. [35] transform natural language expressions
in English to SQL queries by using NLP methods: lexical analysis,
syntactic analysis, semantic analysis and transform the outputs.
ChatGPT is one of the most recent methods.

Themain limitation of these approaches is that they require train-
ing data to learn the actual translation. In practice, this can be an
issue for digital libraries as typically not enough training data (natu-
ral language queries and their ideal translation) is available. That is
why we decided to design an unsupervised translation method that
does not require training data. To evaluate our algorithm on natural
language questions, we selected a suitable biomedical benchmark.

Query Visualization in Digital Libraries. Keyword-based
retrieval systems have been well established for scientific informa-
tion needs, e.g., PubMed, Google Scholar, Scopus, or dblp [29]. In
brief, these systems typically capture the user’s keywords in some
text input field and display results as a list to the user. When sys-
tems utilize semantic search techniques through machine learning,
these systems typically boost the retrieval quality [31, 39]. However,
they usually do not visualize what is happening with the query to
the users, e.g., Semantic Scholar [3]. Knowledge bases like Wiki-
data [41] or the Open Research Knowledge Graph [17] provide
the users either with entity-centric interfaces to click and navigate
through the knowledge, or with SPARQL endpoints requiring users
to learn SPARQL for posing queries. In contrast, we enrich keyword
queries and present derived queries in a feedback loop.

http://narrative.pubpharm.de
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3 QUERY MODEL AND RETRIEVAL
In our work [23], we defined narrative query graphs as directed
edge-labeled graphs with concepts as nodes and relationships as
edges between them. However, we observed two major drawbacks
of our system: First, users may not know how a certain concept
should be connected to a query pattern. Suppose a user search for
case-based studies in connection with Metformin diabetes treat-
ments. In this case, a treats relationship can be placed between the
concepts Metformin and diabetes. But to which concept should
the concept case-based studies at best be connected? Second,
some users faced the out-of-vocabulary problem, i.e., they wanted
to search for concepts that were not known in the system. In this
work we adjust our previous query model to tackle both draw-
backs: In addition to graph patterns, we allow queries to also search
for concepts that are not connected and for terms to tackle the
out-of-vocabulary problem.

Formally, we denote C as the set of known concepts. Each con-
cept 𝑐 is identified by an identifier, e.g., 𝑐Metformin = (CHEMBL1431).
Concepts are usually collected and arranged in domain-specific tax-
onomies or ontologies, e.g., the Medical Subject Headings2. Some
concepts may be arranged in a subconcept relation, e.g., Diabetes
Mellitus Type 1 is sub concept of the super concept Diabetes Mellitus.
We denote relationships between two concepts by R – the set of
predicates (also known as relationship labels), e.g., associated or
treats. Those predicates might be very general like associated
or could be more specific like treats. In Wikidata for example,
predicates are understood as resources/items that can be arranged
in an hierarchy. Note that some domains might not arrange their
predicates in this way. With that, we can define a statement as
a triple, e.g., (𝑐Metformin, treats, 𝑐Diabetes Mellitus). Next, we define
the set of statements as Statements ⊆ C × R × C. Note that our def-
inition of statements is similar to the representation of knowledge
in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [32].

The retrieval system returns documents as results. Therefore, we
denote D as the set of documents. Our documents 𝑑 ∈ D consist
of texts and each text consists of terms (single words/tokens). T is
the set of all terms and 𝑡 ∈ T is some term. For the actual retrieval,
we need to know the terms of a document, which concepts have
been detected in it, and which statements were extracted from it.

(1) doc_terms(𝑑) = {𝑡 ∈ T | 𝑡 is term in 𝑑}
(2) doc_concepts(𝑑) = {𝑐 ∈ C | 𝑐 detected in 𝑑}
(3) doc_stmts(𝑑) = {𝑠 ∈ Statements | 𝑠 extracted from 𝑑}
Finally, we define a narrative query 𝑛𝑞 = (𝑄𝑆 , 𝑄𝐶 , 𝑄𝑇 ) with

𝑄𝑆 ⊆ Statements, 𝑄𝐶 ⊆ C and 𝑄𝑇 ⊆ T . In other words, a query
may ask for statements, concepts, and terms. We call 𝑑 a match
with regard to 𝑛𝑞 = (𝑄𝑆 , 𝑄𝐶 , 𝑄𝑇 ), iff the following conditions
hold: 1. 𝑄𝑆 ⊆ doc_stmts(𝑑), 2. 𝑄𝐶 ⊆ doc_concepts(𝑑), 3. 𝑄𝑇 ⊆
doc_terms(𝑑). The set of all document matches regarding a query𝑛𝑞
can then be defined as answers(𝑛𝑞) = {𝑑 ∈ D | 𝑑 is match to 𝑛𝑞}.

Now we define the query translation task as:
Given a keyword query 𝑞 = (𝑤1, . . . ,𝑤𝑛) with terms 𝑤𝑖 , find all

narrative queries such that each term of 𝑞 is mapped to some query
term, query concept or query statement. In other words, all words of
keyword query 𝑞 must be reflected in some way.

2http://meshb.nlm.nih.gov

4 KEYWORDS TO NARRATIVE QUERIES
In this section, we present our algorithm to deduce narrative queries
from keywords. Given a keyword query, our goal is therefore to
first generate all possible narrative queries, i.e., all combinations
that can be derived. In a second step, the best queries concerning
different criteria are selected to be shown to the users. However,
generating all possible narrative queries from keywords could yield
a plethora of queries as keywords might refer to concepts, predi-
cates, or, even worse, be synonymous with a set of concepts. And
then, we still would have to place predicates between those concepts
to derive statements. We first introduce suitable lookup indexes
to minimize the generation space. For simplicity, we call a query’s
terms, concepts, and statements query components.

We utilize a document collection index that retrieves support
of query components, i.e., how many documents in our collection
include the corresponding component. Possible query components
with low support (e.g., no documents) could be disregarded because
queries with those components will yield empty (or fewer) results
in the end. We design this index as an inverted index. Given the
functions 𝑑𝑜𝑐_𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 , 𝑑𝑜𝑐_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑠 , and 𝑑𝑜𝑐_𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑡𝑠 , we iterate over
all documents of the collection, use the functions to retrieve the
required entries and finally build this index.

The set of predicates R is typically known, either it is known
during the information extraction from texts, or it can be derived by
iterating over all statements. In brief, we design a predicate index
that maps labels to predicates. Suppose a user may enter a keyword
query such as: Metformin therapy Diabetes Mellitus. In that
case, it would be beneficial to detect that the keyword therapy
refers to a treats predicate. In practical knowledge bases, predi-
cates are usually described by human-readable labels and sometimes
by a list of synonyms, e.g., Wikidata includes a list of also known
as labels (Property P2175). If such information is available, we can
additionally incorporate it in our predicate index.

Our primary goal is the generation of narrative queries with
concepts and their statements, i.e., we need to map keywords to
concepts. To do so, each concept of C should, at best, be described
by a human-readable label and a list of synonyms (e.g., Wikidata’s
also known as labels). To align keywords with concepts, we utilize
those labels (label + synonyms) to compute an concept index that
maps labels to concepts. In practice, homonyms might exist, i.e., a
label could refer to a set of concepts and not only to a single one.
In that case, the subsequent step generates different queries – at
least one for each homonymous concepts.

4.1 Generating Narrative Queries
In general, one could assume a certain order of keywords, i.e., a sub-
sequent list of keywords is an information unit and corresponds to
a concept. However, users might extend or refine keyword queries
which may break such an order. Our algorithm provides the op-
tion to consider all keyword permutations when mapping. An-
other point to think about is that users may query with arbitrary,
information-sparse keywords such as of or in. So, we provide the
option to ignore stopwords in users’ queries. Our algorithm oper-
ates as follows:

1. Mapping Phase. The first step takes a list of keywords (the
user’s keyword query) as its input. We optionally remove stopwords

http://meshb.nlm.nih.gov
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and then tokenize those keywords into tokens. This step yields all
possible mappings from keywords to concepts, predicates, and
terms. We iterate over all tokens in the keyword query and check
if a token maps to a concept. Note that a concept/predicate label
might also consist of multiple tokens. Thus we also need to check
combinations of keywords in this mapping phase. By default we
assume that the tokens in a query follow a certain order, and thus,
only check combinations of subsequent tokens, e.g., in Metformin
treats Diabetes Mellitus we would check the following combinations
Mellitus, Diabetes Mellitus, treats Diabetes Mellitus, Metformin treats
Diabetes Mellitus but not check the combinationMetformin Diabetes
Mellitus. The non-default option does consider permutations, i.e.,
also Metformin Diabetes Mellitus.

Next our document collection index comes into play. For this
check, we introduce 𝜏 as a threshold parameter (default 0). We
remove all mappings to concepts having a support below 𝜏 , i.e.,
each concept must at least be included in more than 𝜏 documents.
Having our concept mappings, we compute possible statements
by iterating over all concept combinations (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐 𝑗 ). An inner loop
iterates over all predicates R with the variable 𝑝 . We then test
whether each statement (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑝, 𝑐 𝑗 ) has support > 𝜏 in our collection
index. If yes, we keep the possible statement, i.e., we store it in
a list. If not, we ignore the statement because it is not supported
enough and will thus yield too few or no documents. The last step
is to map tokens to possible predicates if the predicate label or one
of its synonyms matches the token (or multiple tokens). If so, we
add the token to the predicate mapping. Similarly, predicate labels
may consist of multiple terms, so we also check token combinations
here as done for the concept mappings. Finally, this step yields 1)
mappings from query tokens to concepts and to predicates, and 2)
a list of possible statements.

2. Generation Phase. The second step takes the query tokens, both
mappings (concept and predicate), and a list of possible statements
as input. The central strategy for this step is to map all tokens
unambiguously to components of a narrative query. In other words,
for each generated query, we must decide what we do with a token,
i.e., whether we map it to a concept, a term, or a predicate, but not
to multiple ones at the same time. Furthermore, for each decision,
we might have multiple options. The algorithm works as follows:

1. Map tokens to concepts and predicates. If a token can be
mapped to multiple concepts, generate a combination for each one.
Also include the option not to map a token. This allows term-based
only queries and every combination in between.

2. Select Mappings. For each combination from the previous
step, generate a query. In this query, include the targets of the
mappings (concepts and predicates). Also include those tokens that
have not been mapped yet, as terms. Only keep those terms that
have support > 𝜏 . With this, we ensure that all tokens are mapped
somehow, except token to term mappings that would yield too few
document result.

3. Integrate Statements. For each query, we could decide which
statements we include. Again, we have to compute all combinations
here. That is why we compute a sub-list of statements from all
possible statements (previous step) that applies to this query (the
query must include the statement’s concepts as concepts). Note,
that we only allow putting a single predicate between two concepts.

Then, compute all combinations (include a statement, do not include
a statement). Again, generate queries for all different possibilities.

4. Filter the generated queries with the following rule: If we
map a keyword to a predicate, we must include a corresponding
statement with that predicate in this query. If no corresponding
statement is included, the query is removed.

Furthermore, we only allow putting a single predicate between
two concepts because each query should represent a specific in-
formation need. If several predicates are possible, our algorithm
generates them as different queries. Note that checking all com-
binations generates a query where each keyword is mapped to a
term. We finally return a list of narrative queries. Note that the
selection of 𝜏 will affect the overall exploration space since a low
value forces our algorithm to generate more queries than a large
value. However, for this paper, our goal was to generate all possible
queries, i.e., we set 𝜏 = 0. Including concepts, statements, or terms
with a support ≤ 𝜏 will not be helpful because all narrative queries
asking for them will yield no or less results. Via our feedback loop
in the user interface, we show which tokens have been excluded. As
an alternative, a system could include those tokens, return empty
results, and force the users to refine their queries.

4.2 Query Selection Strategies
In the following, we introduce strategies to select the best queries
concerning different criteria. In brief, all strategies have to balance
specificity and generality. We, therefore, design three strategies that
we further analyze in this paper: a general one aiming for recall, a
mixed one aiming for F1, and a specific one aiming for precision.

The following two strategies should prefer queries with state-
ments. That is why both strategies filter out all queries that do not
contain a statement. Queries with statements can get very specific
and may likely not yield any document results. Due to our focus
on users, each selected query should at least return some results.
So, both strategies rank the queries with statements and only keep
queries that yield at least a single result. A predicate hierarchy may
arrange predicates (see Sect. 3), e.g., treats is more specific than
associated, or inhibits is more specific than induces. In our
biomedical use case, associated is the most general predicate, and
every other predicate is a specialization. In Wikidata, for instance,
the Wikibase property (Item Q29934218) could be seen as a very
general predicate.

That is whywe designed the following two strategies: Themixed
strategy allows all predicates in queries. And the specific strategy
forces queries to include specific predicates, i.e., prefers queries with
more specialized predicates, e.g., prefers treats over associated.
If predicates are not arranged in a hierarchy, the strategies select
the same queries. As our motivation for these two strategies we
assumed that selecting very specific predicates will likely boost the
precision, but reduce the recall. A more general predicate might
be a good mix between precision (because we force a statement)
and recall (we do not force a to specific one). We still have to weigh
the number of statements and the number of returned results. Due
to our focus on users, we decided to rank the remaining queries
by the number of results so that users can expect a fair number.
Our last strategy focuses on recall. The most-supported strategy
executes all generated queries and ranks the queries by the number
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Figure 1: Prototypical user interface with markings. 1. highlights the search slit, 2. gives the query variants which users can
choose from, 3. indicates the results of the query variant.

of returned results in descending order, i.e., prefer queries that yield
more documents than other queries. Then the best ranked query
is yielded. This strategy usually prefers term/concept-only queries
because the number of hits is likely higher.

5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We have already described implementation details for our narrative
retrieval system in [23, 25]. In the following, we implemented our
algorithm and extended our previous retrieval system. The follow-
ing numbers are based on a snapshot of the system from December
2022. The system worked on the whole biomedical National Library
of Medicine (PubMed) Medline.

We retrieved 35M documents (titles + abstracts), 711M con-
cept annotations, and 842M extracted statements. The concepts
stem from existing ontologies: the Medical Subject Headings, the
ChEMBL database, and Wikidata [41]. The concept ontology had
a root node (Thing) and then branched out into 13 basic concepts,
e.g., drugs, diseases, targets, genes, species, etc. In sum, 635k con-
cepts were known in the system. The retrieval system organized
ten different predicates into a hierarchy, e.g., associated is the
most general predicate, and every predicate is a specialization of it.
Information about the predicates (synonyms and hierarchy) can be
found at3. Given the concepts and predicates plus synonyms, we de-
rived our concept and predicate index. We then used the document
data to compute our document collection index.

Consider some searches for diseases. In that case, all documents
should support a disease concept if the disease concept or one
of its subconcepts can be found. We materialized, therefore, the
concept ontology like suggested in [26], i.e., if a certain concept
was found in a document, all super-concepts could also be found in
that document. The same rule applies to statements: Suppose the

3http://www.narrative.pubpharm.de/help/

statement (𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜) was extracted from some document. In that case,
we also store the same relation 𝑝 between all super-concept combi-
nations of 𝑠 and 𝑜 . In addition to that, we also store all statements
with more general predicates, i.e., if a document contains a treats
statement, it also implies a corresponding associated statement.

Next, we computed a case-insensitive inverted term index for
those documents. To remove stopwords, we used the English NLTK
stopword list [7]. Therefore we iterated over the documents’ con-
tents, split the text by a space character, removed stopwords, and
used the remaining tokens for indexing. As an additional option we
repeated that procedure but replaced all punctuation in texts with
a space as biomedical concepts often contain special characters
like - and +. We used the Python Punctuation set: !"#$%&’()*+,-
./:;<=>?@[\]_̂‘{|} .. Finally, we computed the document collection
index with 39M term and 635k concept, and 318M statement in-
verted index entries. For the query tokenizer, we removed brackets
and split the keywords by a space.

Next, we implemented a prototypical user interface4 which is
depicted in Figure 1. The interface works as follows: 1. Users enter
a keyword query. 2. Three generated queries were visualized for
the users. 3. A user’s click on one of them started a search and
returned matching documents. We used our previously introduced
strategies to select the three queries. If one strategy might not yield
a query, e.g., we simply did not visualize it. Concerning the query
visualization, we first conducted a user study which is described in
the following section. The study concluded that the graph repre-
sentation was most suitable for our users. We then implemented
a graph representation for the second study, i.e., concepts were
visualized as nodes, statements as edges between them and terms
as a simple comma-separated list.

4http://narrative.pubpharm.de/keyword_search/

http://www.narrative.pubpharm.de/help/
http://narrative.pubpharm.de/keyword_search/
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Simvastatin Amiodarone?X(Target)

Muscular 
Disease

metabolises inhibits

induces

(a) Graph query of ’Through which target do Simvastatin and Amio-
darone interact so that Simvastatinmay induce aMuscular Disease?’

*
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

strongly

agree agree neutral disagree

strongly

disagree

I did understand the

representation

immediately.

Information Need 2
Information Need 2: As which dosage forms can Metformin be administered to diabetic

patients?

Structured Representation:

*
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

strongly

agree agree neutral disagree

strongly

disagree

I did understand the

representation

immediately.

Umfragen - TU-Braunschweig - Narrative Service - A new Way to Search https://limesurvey.rz.tu-bs.de/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/...
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(b) Structured query of ’As which dosage forms can Metformin be
administered to diabetic patients?’

Information Need 3
Information Need 3: Which Covid 19 vaccines may make patients suffer from cerebral venous

sinus thrombosis (CVST)?

Natural Language Representation:

*
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

strongly

agree agree neutral disagree

strongly

disagree

I did understand the

representation

immediately.

Evaluation
Consider the three information needs again.

Information Need 1: Through which targets do Simvastatin and Amiodarone interact so that

Simvastatin may induce a muscular disease?

Information Need 2: As which dosage forms can Metformin be administered to diabetic

patients?

Information Need 3: Which Covid 19 vaccines may make patients suffer from cerebral venous

sinus thrombosis (CVST)?

The following questions are about our three query representations (graph, structured, and

Umfragen - TU-Braunschweig - Narrative Service - A new Way to Search https://limesurvey.rz.tu-bs.de/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/...
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(c) Natural language query of ’Which COVID 19 vaccines may make
patients suffer from cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST)?’

Figure 2: Query representations and information needs.

We used the same visualization for the document result lists as
in the narrative retrieval service. Please note that one feature of this
system is the support of variables in queries [23]. A variable asks
for any possible concept that fits into the query, e.g., for all diseases
that can be treated by Metformin. Internally, PubPharm rewrites
queries that include some very general concepts like disease, drug,
and target to aggregate the literature by suitable substations, i.e.,
showing one list of documents about the drug Simvastatin and one
about Metformin. For our first user study, we investigate whether
we should include such information in our query representations,
i.e., we included variables written as ?𝑋 .

6 USER STUDIES
In the following, we describe our user studies and study results.
For convenience, the user-centric evaluation was based on: Q1.
How should generated patterns be presented to the users, i.e., which
query representation is suitable for our users? Q2. How useful is the
end-to-end system?

6.1 Study I: Questionnaire and Discussion
The overall goal of this study is to gain insights on query represen-
tations’ suitability for (potential) users. This qualitative user study
consists of two parts, a questionnaire and a following group discus-
sion. This study was conducted in context of an online workshop
from PubPharm in which participants from the broader area of the
pharmaceutical domain were introduced to PubPharm’s narrative
information access. Participants took part in our study voluntarily.

6.1.1 Setup - Questionnaire. All study participants were presented
an English online questionnaire. It first introduced three different
query representations with different exemplary information needs.
We used these representations to have a mix of structured (graph),
semi-structured (triple-like text statements) and natural language
query representations (see Figure 2). We showed this exact order:
graph, structured and natural language. The information needs
were well-known examples from the biomedical domain and of the

Table 1: Study participants’ ratings concerning the imme-
diate understandability (IU) of the three compared query
representations (++ strongly agree, -- strongly disagree).

IU ++ + +/- - --

graph 3 3 2 1 0
structured 1 4 2 2 0
natural language 3 4 2 0 0

exact same structure. For each representation participants were
asked if they immediately understood it on a 5-point Likert scale.

The next part of the questionnaire showed the three different
information needs and possible representations (so the nine combi-
nations) in one single figure. Study participants were then asked to
answer (or skip) free text questions intending to capture their satis-
faction with and the suitability of the representations. The question-
naire open questionswere derived from themain components of user
satisfaction described in the user experience questionnaire5 [27]:
QQ1 What did you like/dislike about the q. representations?
QQ2 Which query representation would be/not be easy-to-learn

for you and why?
QQ3 Working with which query representation would/would

not introduce unnecessary effort for you and why?
QQ4 With which query representations would you be inter-

ested/disinterested in working and why?
The first question QQ1 strove to capture users’ perception of

attractiveness, their overall impression and leaned onto the question
from the UEQ, if users like or dislike a product (here the represen-
tation). QQ2 tackled perspicuity and leaned on the UEQ’s question
if it is easy to get familiar with a product and to learn how to
use it. With QQ3 we strove to observe efficiency. This aspect of
an UEQ usually assesses, if users can solve their tasks without
unnecessary effort. Lastly, QQ4 aimed to look at stimulation, so if
users are excited and motivated to use a product. We deliberately
refrained from posing questions related to dependability and nov-
elty of query representations in the questionnaire for time reasons.
In our opinion dependability can only be assessed with actually
using or constructing queries in the different query formulation.
Novelty is one of the less important factors in our case, as none of
our query representations are truly novel. After these aspect-based
open questions, participants were given the opportunity to answer
what their favorite query representation was and to explain their
choice. Finally, the questionnaire asked them if they wanted to
be contacted again for participating in another study on the same
subject. For answering the whole questionnaire part, we gave our
participants 15 minutes.

6.1.2 Results - Questionnaire: Likert Scales. Nine participants an-
swered the Likert Scale part of the evaluation by indicating their
first impression on the understandability of the three query repre-
sentations (see Table 1). Study participants rated the graph represen-
tation and natural language representation similarly, the structured
representation’s immediate understandability was rated lower.

5https://www.ueq-online.org

https://www.ueq-online.org
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6.1.3 Results - Questionnaire: Open Questions. Usability aspects
of the three query representation variants were evaluated through
open questions by seven of the nine initial participants:

QQ1: Attractiveness. Participants indicated liked/disliked com-
ponents regarding the representations: They commented the graph
representation was fast to understand in general. It was taking time
to be understood but was then stated as the best representation.
They stated that the graph was valuable because it visualizes rela-
tions, which play an important role in pharmacy. The structured
representation was mentioned to take time to understand. Two par-
ticipants stated their unfamiliarity with its subject-predicate-object
structure. The natural language representation was mentioned as
simple by three participants. One mentioned it took time to under-
stand while another one praised its quick understandability. One
rated it as the best one. Another participant disliked its partially
non-naturally sounding sentences. One participant disliked the ab-
sence of colorful highlighting in the graph representation. Another
one rated all representations as unintuitive.

QQ2: Perspicuity. Participants indicated the easiness of learning
the representations: Three participants rated the graph representa-
tion as the fastest to learn. Two people mentioned it was easy to
read and one mentioned it as the most complex representation. The
structured query representation was called confusing and unclear
by one participant. Another person commented it required some
time to learn this representation. One participant chose the natural
language representation as the easiest to learn. Another one labeled
it as confusing and unclear. In general one participant mentioned
all representations being easy if one took the time to learn them
while another participant rated them all as unintuitive.

QQ3: Efficiency. Participants indicated the level of unnecessary
effort using the representations would introduce: One person rated
the graph representation as easy. Another one mentioned it would
be easy to learn. The structured representation was seen as needing
time to be learned. A participant deemed the natural language rep-
resentation familiar. Another one found it imprecise and requiring
more time to formulate. Lastly, one person stated using any of the
representation would not introduce unnecessary effort.

QQ4: Stimulation. Participants indicated which representations
they were interested/disinterested in using: Two mentioned the
graph representation as positive while one participant rated the
graph representation as the most complex one. Another person dis-
liked the structured representation as it would need to be learned
first. One participant commented that the natural language repre-
sentation was the easiest to use. Another person refrained from
stating preferences in representations as these representations were
merely a tool to answer interesting questions.

Favorite. Five participants picked the graph representation as
their favorite one and one picked the natural language represen-
tation. The graph representation’s easiness and the possibility of
visualizing complex interconnections were liked.

6.1.4 Setup - Group Discussions. The second part of this study
were group discussions. Study participants were evenly divided
into two groups (one in English, one in German) with an interviewer
and a transcript writer each. The semi-structured group discussions
took place directly after completing our questionnaire and took 10

minutes. We asked them three guide questions for the subsequent
discussions:

GQ1 What representation could you imagine to use in practice?
GQ2 What would you change? What should be different?
GQ3 What was your favorite query representation and why?

6.1.5 Results - Group Discussions. Six study of the original nine
participants took part in our group discussion. We evenly split them
into two groups. In the following, we combine the opinions of both
discussions. In each group, we started with three guiding questions.

GQ1: Practical usage. One participant argued that if one is
already using other information systems, they are used to a specific
way of obtaining data. As all systems are different, simplifying us-
age and not introducing new query languages (so natural language
representation) should be the focus. All other participants were
more inclined towards the graphical representation. One partic-
ipant stated that natural language seemed the easiest option in
the beginning but was surpassed by the graph representation, as
it clearly defines what is searched for. A further participant liked
the graph representation, as it was easy to understand the query,
but disliked the question marks in the representations (for the vari-
ables). They mentioned that the graph clearly shows the relations.
One interviewee stated the graphic representation would be the
best one and all other representations would be very cumbersome.
This viewwas shared by another study participant who additionally
mentioned the graph representation would be easily practiced. The
natural language representation and structured representation with
multiple rows was considered hard to read by multiple study par-
ticipant. However, one mentioned that the boldly marked concepts
would be helpful to an extent.

GQ2: Desired changes. One participant considered the graph
representation as not being self-explanatory and required the tex-
tual description of the information need to understand the represen-
tation. Another interviewee mentioned that users would need good
examples to adapt them to their personal information needs. They
further stated that with this help even complex graphs with more
concepts could be constructed. Someone suggested that arrows
in the graph representation should be different from each other
to convey information on the type of relation (e.g., distinguish-
ing between a treats and an inhibits relation). A study participant
mentioned that (colorful) highlighting searched concepts could be
helpful. Another one explicitly disliked having color in the graph
representation as it would overload the query representation.

GQ3: Favorite. One of six participants preferred the natural
language representation as it did not require a user to learn a new
query language. The remaining five participants preferred the graph
representation because it would clearly highlight the connections
between concepts and it would be easy to grasp.

6.2 Study II: Thinking-Aloud and Interview
In the following, we analyze the usefulness of the end-to-end sys-
tem for potential users. Our goal is to capture users’ perspectives
when deciding on a query pattern, their query formulation strategy,
overall impression and problems with our prototypical system. We
therefore conducted a second user study fully online. It consisted of
a thinking-aloud [28] exploration phase of our system (see Figure 1)
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and a semi-structured interview. The sessions were conducted indi-
vidually for each participant in the presence of two investigators.
In total the study took about 30 minutes per participant. Ten par-
ticipants took part (nine in German, one in English).

We implemented the graph representation to visualize the queries
as it was found to be the most suitable representation in our first
user study. As a small difference for better understandability, we ad-
justed the variable representation by removing the leading question
mark and variable name, e.g., we replaced ?X(Drug) by Drug.

6.2.1 Participants. Our acquired participants were experts in the
broader pharmaceutical domain and interested in the usage of
domain-specific bibliographic information systems. Those partici-
pants were researchers in the pharmaceutical domain in different
positions (PhD students, postdocs, and professors). They took part
in this study voluntarily and were explicitly made aware that they
could refrain from taking part any time.

6.2.2 Setup - Thinking-Aloud Exploration. Before starting with the
exploration, an investigator introduced the system (see Figure 1) by
showing a screenshot with instructions on how to use the system:
1. Enter a query, 2. Click on search, 3. Select a generated query, and
4. Explore the result list.

Participants fulfilled their own information needs from the do-
main with our prototypical system. We gave them the guiding
question: Think about the topic you are currently working on in the
pharmaceutical domain. Which questions would you typically pose to
PubMed or the keyword-based interface of PubPharm? Participants
were asked to describe their thoughts when interacting with the
prototype system [28]. This step took 20 minutes at max.

6.2.3 Setup - Semi-Structured Interview. After the thinking-aloud
exploration, semi-structured interviews with each participant tried
to capture users’ perspectives regarding the usefulness of the sys-
tem. We used the following guide questions:

• What are your general thoughts regarding the system?
• Where did you encounter problems? What was unclear?
• What did you like/immediately understand?
• Which changes would make you consider using t. system?
• Anything else you want to add or ask?

6.2.4 Results. This section discusses the observations, encountered
problems and suggestions from the thinking-aloud exploration and
the semi-structured interviews conjointly.

In general, there were a lot of ’This is what I meant’-moments
when graph patterns were generated for keyword queries. Dis-
played graph patterns were described to be immediately understood
by participants. The documents were found to be relevant when
clicking on one of the graph patterns. Especially the combination of
variables (e.g. diseases or targets) with concrete agents generated
query patterns that were directly grasped by users.

Users were very confident with choosing graph patterns fitting
their query. Once they pick out a graph pattern, they do not select
another one to compare the results. Out of all participants and
queries only once a second graph pattern fitting the same keyword
query was also chosen. Beside the positive feedback, we found four
core elements which lead to problems for most of the participants
in varying degrees:

Entering queries. For the query formulation, users suggested
a prefix-based suggestion of concepts (autocompletion), support
of multi part terms indicated by quotes and a spell correction of
terms, e.g. entering pharmacokinetic yielded no results but entering
pharmacokinetics yielded results.

Choosing a graph pattern. A graph pattern of a query should
always be constructed. Study participants were confused by or dis-
pleased with query variants which only had terms or a combination
of terms which were not visualized as graphs. These combinations
seemed to not be intuitively understood by users. Additionally,
more or better query variants should be displayed. Especially with
a drug and a disease, only treats and associated were suggested as
the connecting relations, while induces would be another viable
option to suggest.

Filtering results. Filter options should be provided for users
to navigate or restrict their results without having to change the
query. Users seem to prefer restricting their current results opposed
to writing narrower queries. Participants of our study wanted to
filter out documents by the year, the article type (e.g., surveys), and
keywords contained in the title.

Exploring results. The Provenance function (explains matches
to users in the service) should be extended to include concepts
and terms for users. Alternatively, the query part in the document
content view needs to be better highlighted.

Further remarks.Multiple times study participants utilized the
number of displayed results for a query to estimate if the query
and the chosen graph pattern fit their information need. We there-
fore derive the approximate number of results being a valuable
information which should be displayed in advance.

Other suggestions were: shorter loading times, graph patterns
not overlapping, PubMed-like Boolean operator support in queries,
visual structure search, a shopping-cart-style system to save in-
teresting results and a direct integration of relevant results’ cita-
tions/references which fit the query.

6.3 Discussion
While participants of the first user study rated both the query and
natural language representation as quite understandable at first
glance (see Table 1), users’ comments in the open questions and
the group discussions showed their overall preference of the graph
representation due to its clarity, ease of learning and capability of
quickly conveying information. The second study supports this
choice, participants mentioned the graph representations of queries
being understood immediately. Our users stated that pharmacists
are usually experienced with graph representations, e.g., with visual
chemical reactions or when drawing molecular structures. Our
study revealed that the most suitable generated query patterns’
representation for users was the graph representation. We found
all ten users of our second user study intuitively being able to use
our prototypical end-to-end system. Moreover, it was suitable for
satisfying their individual information needs. Everyone confidently
picked the graph pattern which best fit their query. However, we
identified room for improvements regarding the different aspects of
the system (see Section 6.2.4) which should be rectified in a further
iteration of the system.
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7 EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS
Our user studies have demonstrated that the graph representa-
tion was suitable and the overall system was accepted. However,
how effectively does our method translate keyword-based queries to
narrative queries for users (Q3)?

Due to our restriction to the biomedical domain, we had to re-
strict the evaluation to biomedical information retrieval bench-
marks. We picked the following ones:

(1) TREC Precision Medicine 2020 [36] (PM2020, 31 topics)
covers precision-focused retrieval of biomedical PubMed
abstracts. Each query asks for three concepts: a treatment
(drug), a disease, and a variant (gene/target).

(2) TREC COVID 2020 [40] (COVID, 50 topics) bases on re-
trieval of COVID-relevant literature, the COVID Open Re-
search Challenge [42]. We use the data’s 5th (most recent,
from 16th July ’20) release. Queries ask for different topics
on COVID-19, e.g., treatments, outbreaks.

(3) TREC Genomics 2007 [16] (Genom., 36 topics) includes
natural language questions around biomedical target inter-
actions for passage retrieval in full-texts.

(4) TripJudge [2] (TripJ., 1136 topics) holds queries and inter-
action data from the Trip Database for abstract retrieval.
TripJudge is an extension of the TripClick [34] by improv-
ing the quality through human annotations.

We choose these benchmarks to cover a wide range of biomed-
ical queries, from very specific ones (PM2020) to general queries
in TripJudge, up to natural language questions in Genomics. Ti-
tles and abstracts of the relevant documents were available for all
benchmarks. Topics were single input queries. PM2020 and Trip-
Judge were based on abstract retrieval. COVID could be evaluated
in two ways: only abstracts and abstracts + full-texts. Genomics, in
contrast, was a full-text passage retrieval benchmark, and thus, we
only evaluated the full-text setting. PubMed Medline documents
required for PM2020 were already included in PubPharm’s narra-
tive system. For the missing TripJudge, COVID (pre-prints), and
Genomics documents (especially for the full-texts), we applied the
same concept linking and information extraction, which has already
been conducted for the PubMed collection.

Setup. Retrieval benchmarks typically provide judged docu-
ments, queries, and a ranking of which documents are relevant for a
specific query. Usually, retrieval is evaluated by ranking documents
and computing scores for different rank values 𝑘 , like precision@𝑘

and recall@𝑘 . However, our query model does Boolean retrieval,
i.e., a document can be relevant for a query or not, there is no rank-
ing among relevant documents. Therefore, we had to compute the
number of retrieved relevant documents and how many relevant
documents were missing, i.e., we report precision, recall, and F1. For
our subsequent evaluation, we follow the definition of bpref [37]
and only considered documents that have been judged in those
benchmarks to determine whether a hit was relevant.

We designed our evaluation as follows: First, we translated the
queries of each benchmark into all possible narrative queries with
our algorithm. We then executed those queries and took the ones
that achieved the highest precision, recall, and F1 score for each
query in every benchmark. This determined an upper bound on
achievable precision, recall, and F1 with our retrieval model. As

Table 2: Highest-achievable retrieval quality with our query
model compared to term-based retrieval.

Metric TermB BestP. BestR. BestF1

Abstract-Only Retrieval

PM
20

20 Prec. 0.48 0.84 0.51 0.54
Rec. 0.24 0.06 0.41 0.40
F1 0.27 0.10 0.40 0.41

C
O
V
ID Prec. 0.33 0.40 0.33 0.34

Rec. 0.26 0.20 0.31 0.29
F1 0.22 0.17 0.24 0.24

T
ri
pJ
. Prec. 0.44 0.51 0.44 0.47

Rec. 0.85 0.75 0.87 0.85
F1 0.53 0.50 0.53 0.55

Full-text Retrieval

C
O
V
ID Prec. 0.16 0.26 0.16 0.18

Rec. 0.45 0.32 0.49 0.44
F1 0.18 0.14 0.19 0.21

G
en

om
. Prec. 0.23 0.42 0.23 0.30

Rec. 0.23 0.11 0.26 0.20
F1 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.18

a baseline, we used a Boolean term-based retrieval model, i.e., we
used the terms of the queries directly for searching documents. Our
second step then analyzed our selection strategies, i.e., we counted
how many cases we selected one of the best precision queries, best-
recall queries, and best-F1 queries. Note that multiple narrative
queries may return the same score for some keyword queries. We
can quantify how effectively our selection strategies pick the best
queries concerning our evaluation metrics.

Effectiveness of Strategies. Table 2 lists the best results when
generating all narrative queries and using our query model for
retrieval. The evaluation showed that our query model improved
the term-based search for every benchmark andmetric. For example,
on TripJudge, the term-based retrieval achieved a precision of 0.44
and recall of 0.85, whereas our model boosted the precision to 0.51
with a recall of 0.75, or the recall to 0.87 by retaining the precision
of 0.44. The difference was even larger for PM2020, where the
precision was boosted from 0.48 to 0.84 (by decreasing the recall
from 0.24 to 0.06). Here, focusing on F1 boosted it from 0.27 to 0.41.
Moreover, natural language questions of Genomics were translated
into narrative queries that outperformed the baseline.

Further, we analyzed how many of those best queries contained
statements and, thus, fully utilized our query model. We counted
the number of topics for which the best query contained at least
a single statement: Concerning precision, 26 out of 31 (PM2020),
12 out of 50 (COVID on full-texts), 195 out of 1136 (TripJudge),
and 15 out of 36 topics (Genomics) did. Concerning recall, 2 out
of 31 (PM2020), 0 out of 50 (COVID on full-texts), 54 out of 1136
(TripJudge), and 6 out of 36 topics (Genomics) did. Concerning F1, 3
out of 31 (PM2020), 5 out of 50 (COVID on full-texts), 85 out of 1136
(TripJudge), and 12 out of 36 (Genomics) did. We expected these
numbers because precision-oriented queries may rather contain
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Table 3: Number of topics where a query producing the high-
est metric was selected by one of our strategies. ’Any’ denotes
where any of the best metrics queries was selected.

Benchmark |Q| BestP. BestR. BestF1 Any

Exact Query Found

PM2020 31 4 21 10 22
COVID 50 20 40 34 40
TripJ. 1136 548 806 579 849

COVID+F 50 22 45 29 45
Genom. 36 12 23 16 25

One Allowed Edit in Terms/Concepts

PM2020 31 12 24 20 25
COVID 50 36 46 43 46
TripJ. 1136 804 926 839 947

COVID+F 50 38 50 45 50
Genom. 36 16 30 23 30

One Allowed Edit in Predicates

PM2020 31 16 21 10 25
COVID 50 21 40 34 41
TripJ. 1136 569 807 594 854

COVID+F 50 25 46 32 46
Genom. 36 15 24 18 27

statements than recall-oriented ones. In addition, many benchmark
queries, especially in TripJudge or COVID, were relatively short,
e.g., coronavirus origin, coronavirus quarantine, or green tea. Such
keywords were not converted into statement-based queries because
we only placed statements if we found at least two concepts. Here,
our concept vocabulary did not include concepts for origin and
quarantine. We counted how many of the best queries included at
least two different concepts. Concerning the queries with the best
precision, 27 out of 31 (PM2020), 15 out of 50 (COVID on full-texts),
205 out of 1136 (TripJudge), and 17 out of 36 topics (Genomics)
did. To verify that this was not just based on an out-of-concept-
vocabulary problem, we counted howmany queries contained three
or more keywords: 31 out of 31 (PM2020), 36 out of 50 (COVID),
559 out of 1136 (TripJudge), and 36 out of 36 topics (Genomics) did.
This justified our assumption that many benchmark topics were
relatively short, i.e., we did not find concepts and, thus, did not ask
for highly complex interactions. If queries tended to get longer and
more precise, like in PM2020 or Genomics, statements in queries
became more relevant.

Highest Metric Queries. The evaluation demonstrated that our
query model is indeed beneficial for information retrieval. However,
how many of those best queries do our selection strategies find
in practice? In other words, what can users expect when entering
different keyword queries? To answer this, we counted how often
our three strategies yield one of the best possible queries concerning
an evaluation metric (best precision, etc.). Table 3 lists the results.
For the 31 topics of PM2020, our strategies found the best precision
queries for four topics, the best recall queries in 21 topics, the best

F1 queries in ten topics, or at least one of the three best metric
queries in 22 topics. For the 1136 topics of TripJudge, we found a
best precision query for 548 topics, a best recall query for 806, a
best F1 query for 579 topics, or at least one of the three best metric
queries for 849 topics. For the 36 Genomics natural language topics,
for twelve topics our strategies found of the best precision, for 23
topics the the best recall, in 16 topics the best F1 one, or at least
one of the best metric queries in 25 topics. In summary, users can
expect to get the best query concerning precision in 13% (PM2020)
to 48% (TripJudge) of cases. For best recall, they can expect queries
in 67.7% (PM2020) and 90% (COVID on full-texts) of the cases.

Allowed Edits. However, how different are our selected queries
if we do not find the best possible one? We counted two cases: 1.
Queries that differ just in one term and concept, i.e., one query
contains a keyword as a term, whereas the other query had it as
a concept (one allowed edit in terms/concepts). 2. Queries with
the same statements except different predicates (one allowed edit
in predicates). Of course, in both cases, those queries may differ
concerning our metrics. However, it helped us to estimate how
close our selected queries were compared to the best ones. The
counts are reported in Table 3. Especially for PM2020, which had the
lowest number of correctly selected queries concerning precision,
we found twelve queries that just differed by one term/concept and
16 queries that had a different predicate. This finding also applied
to the other benchmarks: Allowing a small edit in terms/concepts
or a different predicate led to considerably better results.

Discussion. First, our query model boosted the search for com-
plex information needs, like stated in Genomics or PM2020. Next,
our selection strategies did produce a high number of best queries
concerning different evaluation metrics. And moreover, our meth-
ods were not adjusted for different benchmarks and were, thus,
generalizable to a broad range of biomedical information needs.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we bridged the gap between the ease of keyword
search and sophisticated narrative retrieval. Our evaluation has
demonstrated that our proposed solutions were effective and gener-
alized to a broad range of biomedical information needs. Moreover,
user studies with domain experts verified the usefulness of our pro-
totypical system. Especially from a digital library perspective, this
work can be seen as a deep dive into how keyword-based search
combined with sophisticated retrieval can be implemented, and,
which possible challenges have to be faced on this way. Future work
could design more advanced translation and selection strategies,
improve the user interface based on our users’ suggestions, and
finally, investigate users’ exploration strategies in a broader study
to identify more requirements for the system.
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